Jenkins is the most popular open source continuous delivery server. It has a very active and growing community and is viewed in an overwhelmingly positive fashion. In this survey, Jenkins users share insights on Jenkins -- how they use it, what they like today and what they’d like to see in the future. This survey was conducted by CloudBees primarily during the Jenkins User Conference held in Santa Clara, CA in September 2015. Some numbers may not total 100 due to rounding.

Are you planning to use the Pipeline plugin in the future?

Overall, Jenkins users love Jenkins! But even the butler isn’t perfect. The community would like to see more development in:

- Quality/timely bug fixes
- Better UI
- Documentation/examples

Has your company’s use of Jenkins increased over the past year?

People who love Jenkins also love multitasking! Some survey takers wear many hats and have more than one job role.

What is your level of Jenkins expertise?

If you are doing continuous delivery, how often do you make deployments to production?

What level of automation have you implemented with Jenkins?

Overall, Jenkins users love Jenkins! But the butler isn’t perfect. The community would like to see more development in:

- Quality/timely bug fixes
- Better UI
- Documentation/examples

Take a look at the results: